Brake line schematic

In , a class-action lawsuit was filed as rusted brake lines were leading to brake failure and
causing accidents. However, the AlGal coating, which is a form of aluminum paint, was easily
damaged or worn down from normal tire kick-up. In , with the GMT line, Chevy upgraded the
brake line coating to a NyGal coating which was made of plastic and significantly thicker than
the previous AlGal coating. Corrosion can lead to break lines leaking fluid, with the end result
being the brakes not working very well, or hardly at all. Additionally, portions of the GMT brake
lines are made of rubber. Over time through normal wear and tear, this rubber can get deformed
and cause air pockets in the lines when pressed. The end result is not enough brake fluid
getting to the calipers for the brakes to function properly. Brake lines can go bad as early as 50,
miles, or as late as , miles. If you live in a salt state, we recommend changing the brake lines
approx. I have a Sierra. Every now and then, quite rare, when I push the brake pedal, I have a
real hard brake, not to push down, but it stops and is like pushing against a brick wall, and it
has no brakes, it just keeps rolling. Once I release the brake pedal and press the pedal again it
will stop normally. Any Ideas? This line will break down over time become weak and kink up at
the rear most part of the hose whereby there will be no vacuum going to the booster resulting in
a very hard pedal. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments
by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site is all about Chevy Trucks, from the classics
to today. We post engine problems guides, reliability guides, performance upgrades, lift kits,
suspension, you name it. Comments I have a Sierra. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Footer About ChevyTrucks. Search Search the site Legal Pages
Privacy Policy. Privacy Policy. Brake lines run back to a distribution block that then runs to
another strange assembly before then running back to rear wheels. Is there a schematic for
brake line routing and or a bleeding procedure? Do you. Welcome back: The first four pictures
attached show the brake line routing and legend of each component. There are two different
ones based on the vehicle's GVWR. Next, here is the bleeding procedure for your vehicle. The
remaining pictures correlate with the directions. The presence of air in the system is a result of
low fluid in the reservoir, or of some part of the system having been disconnected. Bleeder
valves are provided on the wheel cylinders. Bleeding Sequence It may be necessary to bleed the
hydraulic system at all four wheels if air has been introduced through low fluid level or by
disconnecting the brake lines. If a brake line is disconnected at the wheel cylinder, then that
wheel cylinder only needs to be bled. If brake lines are disconnected at any fitting located
between the master cylinder and wheel cylinders, then all the wheel cylinders served by the
disconnected line must be bled. Bleeding of the brake hydraulic circuit should be performed in
the following sequence: - Right and Left rear wheel-Right and Left front wheel. Bleeding
Procedure The vehicle engine must be running to bleed the brakes. Apply the parking brake and
block the vehicle wheels. Fluid in the reservoir must be checked after bleeding it at each valve
bleeder screw and replenished, if required. Brake pedal should be pumped up and down slowly
and should be on the downstroke as the valve is closed. Caution: - Air bleeding without starting
the engine will result in damage to the brake booster. Be sure to replace the fuse when the air
bleeding procedure is complete. Fill the reservoir with recommended brake fluid and keep at
least one-half full of fluid during the bleeding operation. Pic 5 2. Bleed in the sequence
recommended previously. Remove the bleeder screw valve cap. With the proper size box end
wrench over the bleeder screw, attach a hose over the screw and allow the end to hang in a
glass jar containing enough brake fluid to cover the end of the hose. Pic 6 5. Pump the brake
pedal two or three times and then hold down. Open the bleeder screw about one-half turn and
fully depress the brake pedal. Observe flow from the hose. Pic 7 7. Close the bleeder screw as
soon as bubbles stop and the fluid flows in a solid stream. Release the brake pedal after closing
the bleeder screw. Repeat at the same bleeder until bubbles stop. Repeat at the other bleeder
screws in the proper sequence. Replace the bleeder cap. When the bleeding is complete on
each wheel, check the level of brake fluid in the reservoir and replenish, as necessary. Let me
know if this helps. Take care, Joe Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Please login or
register to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! You must then install an
in-line residual check valve in the line to the rear drum brakes. The valve should be installed on
the brake side of the proportioning valve as shown in the diagram. On dual master cylinders,
the large reservoir side is for the disc brakes, and the small reservoir side is for the drum
brakes. The residual pressure will cause the calipers to drag. Without a properly adjusted
proportioning valve, the drum brakes will lock up before the discs do which can result in
handling problems. Proportioning valves are also useful on 4-wheel disc or 4-wheel drum brake
systems, giving you the ability to compensate for tire size differences, weight distribution, etc.
Air cannot be fully bled from the system unless the valves are installed in the up position. On
Disc front, Drum rear combinations with a single master cylinder, be sure to remove the residual
check valve, or purchase a master cylinder without a check valve. When using a dual master

cylinder with Disc front, Drum rear combinations you won't need to remove the residual check
valve as it only applies pressure to the rear brake line. Do not use a residual pressure valve with
4 wheel Disc brake systems. An adjustable Proportioning valve allows you to balance the
pressure between the front and rear brakes for smooth safe stops. Make sure that the bleeder
valves on the calipers and the power booster point up when installed. This "website" and all
contents are property of Classic Performance Products Inc. This diagram shows a typical street
rod brake system. This diagram illustrates the 2 most common types of fittings used in street
rod brake systems. The first is the inverted flare type, which is used by most domestic
production cars and trucks, and on the bottom is the -3 AN which is pronounced as dash three
A N or number three A N. Due to the opposing flare styles and angles, the two systems will not
seal to each other unless an adapter is used. Obviously, the more adapters, splices, and fittings
a given system has, the greater the chance for leaks and the more expensive it will be. With that
in mind, you need to choose which system you intend to use AN or inverted flare and use it
throughout, with the least number of splices and fittings possible. Products to Compare max of
3 X. Videos All Videos. Tags: Brakes , Tech. Brake System Builder Tip. Related Articles. Manual
brake bleeding can be one of the most efficient ways to bleed the air out of your brake lines.
Speedway Motors has created a guide to show you step-by-step how to manually bleed your
brakes. Learn about the different types of brake valves. Our guide covers Metering, Residual,
Proportioning, and Combination valves to understand your brake system. We offer a guide to
follow when selecting a new set of brake pads for your race car. It's important to know the
friction quality and pad size before selecting a new set of racing pads. Learn how to bed in or
burnish your brake pads. Our quick guide and video will teach you the proper procedure to get
the best performance out of your brakes. Learn how to bench bleed a new master cylinder.
Removing the air before installation is critical. Our video tutorial will walk you through the
process. Looking for a performance or custom brake set-up? Whether you're replacing
components or building your brakes from scratch, you may wonder what size master cylinder or
booster to use. No need to worry, just follow our handy guide. We get a lot of questions about
brake kits so Tim gives a brief overview of disc brake setups. Having trouble with a spongy
brake pedal? We can show you how to test your brake booster or dual feed master cylinder so
you can fix that soft brake pedal. Steve explains the process of installing Speedway calipers.
Speedway Motors employee Pat O. From buying research to owner support, join 1. By Joisey ,
June 30, in How-To. Most other GM trucks would be the same or very similar. I cannot find a way
to post just the picture. Open the link in Adobe Acrobat and go to page If you run your lines in
this order there is no crossing or bending of lines necessary. Thank you Joisey for posting this.
I had the brake line rust through going to the right front last week. While replacing the line I
noticed 3 other brake lines had already been replaced, which kind of surprised me a bit, seeing
very little other rust under there. It wasn't a fun job for sure, doing it on a creeper, with no lift.
They did have the correct flare nuts in stock, I just had to cut the tubing to install them and
re-flare them again. I had a double lip flaring tool. I tried gravity bleeding the system first. When
that didn't work, my wife helped me bleed them and now all is well. I know I might have found
the lines at the dealer with the correct flare nuts but I've found your usually better off in the long
run not going there until your forced to. I'm glad that the diagram helped you. I used the
FineLines replacement lines the first time. My original lines lasted 84K and I replaced them
when they began to weep. The FineLines lasted 36K and rusted thru. My current set is made by
Dorman and is stainless steel. Fit is excellent, but I will never know how they last because the
truck is going down the road. Enough is enough. I usually just leave the old lines in place, and
run the new lines along side them. You can spray the new lines with rust inhibitor once per year
to keep them from rusting out. Then open Microsoft paint, and select "Paste". Now just save the
file to the desktop, and upload to the site. I undercoated the first set of FineLine "lifetime" brake
lines when I was sure there were no leaks. Four years later they ruptured at the weld line. One
front driver's side and the main line feeding the rear brakes. Assuming that you have a smart
phone, you could screenshot it and upload that way. Or take a picture of your desktop computer
using the phone, and upload. If you right click on this image, you should be able to save it to
your desktop. Does anyone know the connector nut size that connects the brake line right front
to the ABS module? I replaced almost all my lines with nylon-coated pre-bent steel lines from
GM. Still look good after 4 years and about 50k miles. Only dumb thing about them is that GM
didn't include the 2 lines going across the rear axle and they don't sell those lines separately
anymore either My lines are the tc04 The only diagram I gave found is from dealership or
nemigaparts. I'm at my wits end here. I know from the only color code left my Rear Master
cylinder line goes into the Top Middle port. I also know the line running to the rear drums by the
way goes into the Top Right port. I am also fairly confident the Left front Driver's side line goes
into the Top Left port. Other than that That would be your best bet. And be careful with the

various clips holding the lines in place, as at least some of them are NLA new, and are very
difficult to remove from another truck say, in a junkyard without also breaking them. Thanks
Dave. Clips were pita, but patience and determination won in those. I took pictures, lots of them,
trouble is the lines twist over the frame by the firewall. Also the pictures I took help quite a bit,
however it only takes 1 out of the bunch to mess you up. I planned on paying close attention
near the ebcm, but the lines snapped like dead branches. Looked at several trucks, all a bit
different. I did gain perspective on the lines going through the clips though. Haven't yet
determined if that helps me or not yet. You can post now and register later. If you have an
account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. By Fringe
Started 10 hours ago. By iwannaseeatnight Started Friday at PM. By AT4 Started August 3, By
Gorehamj Started October 16, By Gorehamj Started October 10, By Zane Started October 10, By
Zane Started October 8, By Gorehamj Started October 7, By using this site, you
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Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts. Posted June 30, Share this post Link to post Share on other
sites. Posted July 14, Again, I am happy that the diagram helped you. Posted July 15, I would
have tried the 'print screen' idea, but alas, I have no MS paint. Posted July 15, edited. Edited
July 15, by starman8tdc. Posted September 23, edited. Posted September 23, Posted September
24, Posted June 16, Posted June 16, edited. Edited June 16, by ChrisMatthews Addional info.
Going to drive around to look for another truck with intact lines. Join the conversation You can
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